
Women Empowerment Foundation



To forge a thriving world where humanity and
nature unite, beauty flourishes, and women
empowered to DREAM AND SHINE' Inspiring a
sustainable future, fostering universal contribution
to a greener, equitable tomorrow.

Our Vision...



Objectives...

Nurturing eco-consciousness
in students through special
design activities across all
educational institutions.

Grow Green: Engage students
in tree planting, relocate
seedlings to Tejaswani

nurseries.

Empower change through
plastic reduction, sharing
solutions, and providing

actionable steps for a positive
environmental impact.

Elevating tier 2 and 3 cities:
Career counselling, soft skill

development, and job
assistance for the flourishing
of the younger generation.

Empower women and small
enterprises through

agricultural training and skill
development for enhanced
economic independence.

Empower women's health
with informed menstrual

hygiene, eco-friendly disposal,
and overall well-being

awareness.

Build a passionate education team to
spread knowledge on plantation, indoor

gardening, and plant gifting. Our
mission is to equip volunteers, guests,

interns, and citizens with practical skills
for hands-on participation.

Promoting native Ficus
species: Peepal, Goolar,

Pilkhan, and Banyan.



Our Programs...



Mind
Gardening...

An attempt to reconnect with nature.
Planting Seeds of Social Awareness, Growing
a Greener Tomorrow. Nurturing the timeless
bond between humanity and nature, where
beauty thrives and endurance blossoms.

An attempt to reconnect with nature



Mind Gardening Activities...

Plant a tree | Secure a future
Join tree planting initiatives
and help reforest our planet



 Engaging Activities for Mind Gardening



Environmental Awareness Initiatives



Women
Empowerment...

We exist to kindle the spirit of independence in
women, allowing them to 'DREAM AND SHINE'
brightly. Committed to empowering 
women to shape their distinctive societal
identities, we unite in nurturing dreams and
cherishing brilliance.

Be Empowered | Be Extraordinary



A Women's Journey to
Unleash Strength & Impact

Women Empowerment Activities...



Engaging Activities for Women Empowerment



Media Spotlight...

Teacher's day celebration with
ITI, RTO and Tejaswani

Choose Eco, say no
to plastic

Tejaswani's unique program to
eliminate plastic products

Awareness program from
Tejaswani on the ill effects of plastic
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Co-Founder & Director Cofounder & Director
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Thank You...
For further inquiries or collaborations, feel free to reach out.
Your ideas and enthusiasm drive positive change.

Gurgaon, Bhubaneswar and Bhanjanagar

admin@tejaswani.co.in

www.tejaswani.co.in

+91 97771 77151 / 06821241151


